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VERIFICATION OF DOCUMENT AND IT'S CONVEYING
INFORMATION FOR THE RELIABLE AUTHENTICATION

FIELD OF INVENTION:

The present invention generally relates to a reliable document verification system

and, in particular, relates to a reliable document verification system using a public

key cryptosystem. this service provides the users to store their certificates and

upload their documents with the help of attorneys to get the copy is certified

before uploading on their account to make sure to prevent fraudulent.

OBJECT OF THE INVENTION:

The present invention provides a particularly verified document system. Wherein

The users store their certificates and upload their documents with the help of

attorneys to get the copy is certified before uploading on their account to make

sure to prevent fraudulent. This process works as, all stored Intellectual

Properties (certificates / documents / plans / agreements/deeds) are TRUE and

ORIGINAL based on terms and conditions of individual government body of each

country. This process involves tie-up with governments to get certified these

TRUECOPIES with Originality of its concept. This will help Governments to

reduce fraudulent, in any sector/process of government/semi-

government/public/private/corporate/indivfdual in all manners and easier way to

get process done and verified smoother and faster with secure way.

This process will be considered with individual country law to maintain their

privacy and confidentiality.



BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION:

This Invention particularly relates to document verification system. When specific

types of documents are issued on behalf of one or more specific person(s) or

object(s) it may be necessary to verify the association of such document with the

person(s) or object(s) to deter the unauthorized use of such document on behalf

of a person(s) or object(s) not associated with the document. The fastest and

easiest way to verify an association is by visual verification of validated

information concerning the authorized person(s) and/or object(s) and the actual

person(s) and/or object(s) for which use of the document is sought. An individual

whose responsibility it may be to verify the authorized use of a document on

behalf of specific person(s) or object(s) can easily confirm such authorized use if

he or she has immediate availability to such verified information concerning the

person(s) or object(s) associated with the document.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION:

he present Invention provides the users to store their certificates and upload their

documents with the help of attorneys to get the copy is certified before uploading

on their account to make sure to prevent fraudulent. This process works as, all

stored Intellectual Properties (certificates / documents / plans /

agreements/deeds) are TRUE and ORIGINAL based on terms and conditions of

individual government body of each country. This process involves tie-up with

governments to get certified these TRUECOPIES with Originality of its concept.

This will help Governments to reduce fraudulent, in any sector/process of

government/semi-government/public/private/corporate/individual in all manners

and easier way to get process done and verified smoother and faster with secure

way.

This process will be considered with individual country law to maintain their

privacy and confidentiality.



TURE COPIES PROCESS:-

STEP-1:

User certificates/documents/agreements/deeds, all of user Intellectual Property

(IP) will be verified in front of Lawyer/Attomey/who is having authority to certify

while scanning the documents. Legal Official gives one certificate saying all the

documents are certified in his presence, and takes user Finger Prints.

This Certificate will be having one unique certificate number which is for security

reason.

And scanned IP & Finger Print will be stored on one server, which is fully

protected and under 24/7 monitoring machine to provide security. Each user

unique certificate number will be stored referring their documents to cross verify

and match with other process's codes in this process cycle.

STEP-2:

From the Government one of official will verify all the documents which are

certified in Step-1 .

Here in this step also, government official gives one certificate saying he

personally verified all the documents and legal officials' certificate. Government

official issued certificate having one unique number with prefix of the legal

official's issued certificate, and also check Finger Prints again.

Unique certificate number of this step will be affix to the step-1 unique number.



STEP-3:

Once Step-1 &2 are cleared, then both the unique certificate numbers clubbed

and based on some algorithm adding to it one secret code will be generated and

shared with govemment/s for record.

Here government will verify each document, with respective issuing body. After

successful verification each document get one value and these values are stored

in Chip Integrated Card and will be delivered to the user.

These will be stored in encrypted format, so this card can't be editable by anyone

without decryption code. This decryption code will be with user only. And these

details with one Chip Integrated Card will be delivered to user with very important

registered mailing method. While delivering here again user's Finger Prints will

be verified, after successful verification documents will be given to user, if user

fails in any reason. Decryption code gets deactivated immediately. If there is a

problem with Finger Prints Reader, then it will be delivered in presence of

government verification office, which is verified in the Step-2. While giving these

documents in official's office, Finger Prints will be taken at this point of time and

once the user gets positive reply the decryption code gets active, and Chip

Integrated Card will be delivered to the user.

HOW UPDATES DONE:

For any document/s updates again step 1 to 3 will be involved and in step 3

document/s values will be updated in user database and those document/s

values will be updated in Chip Integrated Card.



AUTOMATION PROCESS:

In each department one Intelligent Device which reads user's Chip Integrated

Card while issuing any new document/s, and these values will be updated and

store in user database and user will get updated their cards immediately. By the

document/s issuing body they will be having that authority, and this authority will

be given by Patent Holder.

OR user can visit authorized official body office/government, if they miss updates

on document/s issuing time.

HOW GOVERNMENT WILL BE GETTING THE INTELLIGENT DEVICES TO

READ AND UPDATE THE USER DATA:

Patent Holder will be proving to the authorizing body under his agreement, with

terms & conditions.

HOW GOVERNMENT WILL GET BENEFITED:

For Government Verification Patent Holder will give some funds to government,

this can be monthly/quarterly/yearly basis to clear a settled amount at a given

and agreed terms & conditions. Payment based on user/s, and onetime payment

only for each user/s. When Government Official verify the certified documents,

for each user/s some funds which is decided by Patent Holder will be given as

goodwill, Patent Holder is having full rights to change this at anytime, this

payment is one time only.

Patent Holder holds the rights to change this Terms & Conditions at any point of

time.



WHAT ABOUT UPDATES FEES:

This will be decided by Patent Holder and each time documents get updated

which is not involved automation process then additional fees will be collected.

ANNUAL CHARGES:

This will be decided by Patent Holder.

WHAT NATION GETS BENEFITED BY DOING THIS?

1. Protecting fraudulent in document forgery.

2. Faster verification of documents.

3 . Faster Process in all governments/semi-government / public /

corporate / forms / individuals.

4 . Security for original documents.

5 . Connecting all at one hub.

HOW USER CAN GET ACCESS OF DOCUMENTS:

TRUECOPIES will have one web portal for online access.

WHO'S FINGER PRINTS WILL BE MAINTAIN FOR RECORDS:

Finger Prints validation, for users / authorized / legal / government /document (s)

issuing officials finger prints are stored for process record to maintain a track of

the process involvement, to prevent internal fraudulent and protection.



WHAT TYPE OF FEATURES WEB PORTAL HAS:-

1. User admin section where user can share documents online / apply for

jobs in government / public / private / corporate / forms / individual sectors.

2 . User can track applications.

3. Maintaining accounts for his users to give access to his documents online.

4. All documents opened are tracked by IP, TIME, DATE, number of times

document viewed his users which they share to view documents.

5. All documents will be shared in encrypted manner and accessed by

secure mode.

6. Applying and sharing will be done only via online or via Chip Integrated

Card. This will again protect super fraudulent.

7. Users can take a back up of their documents for personal use.

8 . Making all the process easy and faster with secure and safer mode for

entire nation. And entire world with having different country with different

government policies.



I CLAIM:

Claim-1 . A method of producing and authenticating a secure document

Comprising the steps of:

a) scanning said (certified by private and government officials by taking finger

prints and approves) document to produce a first signal representative of an

image of said at least a portion of said document;

b) encrypting a second signal, comprising a representation of said image,

said second signal being derived at least in part from said first signal;

c) incorporating a coded representation of said encrypted second signal

with said document;

d) reading said coded representation of said second signal from said

document;

e) decoding said second signal;

f) decrypting said decoded second signal;

g) inputting said decrypted second signal to a display to display said

representation of said image;

h) comparing said document to said displayed image to authenticate said

document.
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Claim-2. A system for authenticating a plurality of documents, said system

comprises:

a) An authenticating source, said authenticating source including means for

providing a first public key encryption key to a third party;

b) Means, associated with said source, for providing an authentication

message to said third party in the form of coefficient of a polynomial, said

authentication message being encrypted by a second public key

encryption key and including the decryption key for said first public key

encryption key; means, associated with said third party, for generating

variables and values to said polynomial and applying different ones of said

variables and value to each of said plurality of documents; means,

associated with an authenticating service, for recovering said

c) Authentication message from a plurality of different ones of said

variables and values; and means, associated with said source, for

providing the decryption key corresponding to said second public key

encryption key to said authenticating service such that said authentication

message can be decrypted.

H -



Claim-3. The process of authenticating a secure document where in shown on

Fig: 1, the comprising steps of:

1. Finger Prints Capturing by Legal/Government Officials.

2 . Documents Scanning of Authorized Official updates on to the server, here

official finger prints will be stored for verification and cross checking

purpose. To protect fraud.

3. Legal Official Certification.

4 . Government Official Verification certificate, including finger print checking.

5. Secret Code Development with includes Finger Prints value in it.

6 . Chip Integrated Card (CIC) Development with encrypted values in it and

decryption value in encrypted way.

7 . Intellectual Devices to read CIC.

8. Secure Mailing System for CIC delivery.

9. Finger Prints validation, for users / authorized / legal / government

/document (s) issuing officials finger prints are stored for process record to

maintain a track of the process involvement, to prevent internal fraudulent

and protection.
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